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MORPHOLOGY OF Z~2 ULIRGS 
Kartaltepe et al. 2012 



MORPHOLOGY OF Z~2 ULIRGS 

~50% are clear mergers/interactions 
 Dominated by earlier stage mergers 

 
An additional ~20% are irregular  
in some way 

 Minor mergers? Disk instabilities? 
 

Kartaltepe et al. 2012 



WHAT IS THE ROLE OF MERGERS AMONG 
STARBURSTS? 

Starbursts 

Starbursts 

Kartaltepe et al. 2012 

Main Sequence  
(MS) 

MS x3 



SPECTROSCOPIC AGN SELECTION 

•  Based on optical emission line ratios (i.e., BPT: Baldwin et al. 1981) 
•  Classes: SF, AGN dominated, and composites based on 

•  Maximal starburst line - red (Kewley et al. 2001) 

•  Empirical AGN/Starburst division - blue 
(Kauffmann et al. 2003) 

•  Classification scheme of Kewley et al. 2006 

•  Study the relative role of SB and AGN 
•  Function of LIR and redshift 

•  What are composite objects? 

Host Galaxies of Active Galactic Nuclei 5
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Figure 4. The three BPT diagrams showing our new scheme for classifying galaxies using emission-line ratios. The
Kewley et al. (2001a) extreme starburst classification line (red solid), the Kauffmann et al. (2003a) pure star-formation
line (blue dashed), and our new Seyfert-LINER line (blue solid) are used to separate galaxies into H ii region-like,
Seyferts, LINERs, and Composite H ii-AGN types.

[S ii]/Hα or [O i]/Hα diagram and in the LINER region in
the remaining ([O i]/Hα or [S ii]/Hα) diagram, or (b) galax-
ies that lie in the composite region (below the Ke01 line) in
the [N ii]/Hα diagram but that lie above the Ke01 line in
either the [S ii]/Hα or [O i]/Hα diagram.

According to this scheme, our 85224-galaxy sample con-
tains 63893 (75%) star-forming galaxies, 2411 (3%) Seyferts,
6005 (7%) LINERs, and 5870 (7%) composites. The remain-
ing galaxies are ambiguous galaxies (7045; 8%).

3.1.1 Simple Diagnostic Diagram

Using the classifications obtained in the previous section,
we investigate other line diagnostic diagrams that may be
able to separate the different classes in a simpler way. Fig-
ure 5 shows the [O iii]/[O ii] vs [O i]/Hα diagnostic diagram
for the H ii-region like Seyferts, LINERs, and composites.
We exclude ambiguous objects from this plot. LINERs and
Seyferts form two distinct groups on this diagram and both
groups are easily separated from the H ii region-like galax-
ies and composites. The reason for this clean separation is
twofold; [O iii]/[O ii] is a sensitive diagnostic of the ioniza-
tion parameter of the gas, while [O i]/Hα is sensitive to the
hardness of the ionizing radiation field. The ionization pa-
rameter is a measure of the amount of ionization that a
radiation field can drive as it moves through the nebula.
Seyfert galaxies have a higher ionization parameter than
LINERs (by definition) or star-forming galaxies and there-
fore Seyferts separate vertically ([O iii]/[O ii]) from the other
classes of objects. Both Seyfert galaxies and LINERs have
hard power-law ionizing radiation fields and thus separate
from star-forming galaxies in the horizontal ([O i]/Hα) di-
rection. Interestingly, composite galaxies lie within the star-
forming sequence on this diagram, indicating that the hard-
ness of the ionizing radiation field, and the ionization pa-
rameter of composites are likely to be dominated by their
star-formation.

To calculate an empirical separation between LINERs,
Seyferts, and H ii+composites, we find the minima of
a 2-dimensional histogram of [O iii]/[O ii] and [O i]/Hα.

These minima are fit with a least-squares line of best-fit.
The resulting empirical separations are shown in blue. For
comparison, the Heckman (1980) classification line is shown
(purple dashed line). Clearly the Heckman classification
scheme would separate most LINERs from Seyfert galaxies.
This diagnostic diagram is a more simple method for
separating LINERs, Seyferts, and star-forming galaxies
(including composites). Our separations are given by;

H ii & Composites:

log([OIII ]/[OII ] < −1.701 log([OI ]/Hα) − 2.163 (18)

LINERs:

−1.701 log([OI ]/Hα) − 2.163 < log([OIII ]/[OII ]) (19)

log([OIII ]/[OII ] < 1.0 log([OI ]/Hα) + 0.7 (20)

Seyferts:

− 1.701 log([OI ]/Hα) − 2.163 < log([OIII ]/[OII ]) (21)

1.0 log([OI ]/Hα) + 0.7 < log([OIII ]/[OII ]) (22)

Note that the [O iii]/[O ii] vs [O i]/Hα diagram should
not be used to separate H ii galaxies from composite ob-
jects and it relies on accurate reddening correction between
[O iii] λ5007 and [O ii] λλ3727, 29.

3.1.2 Comparison with Previous Diagnostic Schemes

In Figure 6 we compare our new classification scheme with
previous methods of classification. The solid green line shows
where the Heckman (1980, ; hereafter H80) LINER clas-
sification line lies in relation to our Seyfert-LINER line.
H80 defined LINERs as having [O ii] λ3727 ! [O iii] λ5007
and [O i] λ6300 λ6300 ! 1/3 [OIII] λ5007. The H80 line
has a very similar slope to our Seyfert-LINER line and is
close to the 0.1 dex error markers for our line. The H80
LINER criteria are sometimes used in combination with ad-
ditional line ratio criteria using [O iii]/Hβ and/or [N ii]/Hα,
[S ii]/Hα, [O i]/Hα to remove star-forming galaxies (e.g.,

Kewley et al. 2006 



LOCAL GALAXIES 

•  Yuan, Kewley, & 
Sanders 2010 

•  Fraction of objects that 
are AGN/composites 
increases with IR 
luminosity 

No. 2, 2010 ROLE OF STARBURST–AGN COMPOSITES IN LIRG MERGERS 907
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Figure 16. Composite galaxies on the “[N ii] diagram” for different types of galaxy samples. (a) Field galaxy sample: NFGS (Jansen et al. 2000), (b) galaxy pair
sample: BGK00 (Barton et al. 2000), (c) SW01 sample, (d) BGS sample, and (e) 1 Jy ULIRG sample.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

& Mirabel 1996). In this merger scenario, the LIRG phase
begins when tidal interactions between merging gas-rich disk
galaxies initially trigger widespread starburst activity in one or
both disks. As the merger progresses, gas is funneled toward
the merger nucleus and activates nuclear starbursts and AGN,
further increasing the IR luminosity. However, many questions
still remain. The precise link between AGN fueling, the gas
dynamics, and star formation either on a nuclear or a global scale
is still poorly determined. The relative strength of starburst and
AGN activity, particularly in the ULIRGs is still debated, and
the question of whether the majority of LIRG mergers become
ULIRGs has not been clearly addressed.

Our new results shown in Figures 9–16 provide new insight
into how starburst and AGN activity evolve during interaction/
merger of IR-luminous galaxies.

For lower luminosity IR galaxies (LIR < 1012 L⊙), Seyferts
are rare (DAGN = 0.25–0.35), and starbursts strongly contribute
to the EUV radiation field either as “pure” starbursts or as
composites. The majority of lower luminosity LIRGs are wide
or close pairs. These pairs may either evolve into the single-
merger stage without becoming ULIRGs, or they may enter the
ULIRG phase during or shortly after the close pair stage. We
consider both cases

1. Some lower luminosity IR galaxies (LIR < 1012 L⊙)
may reach the final single-merger stage without becom-
ing ULIRGs. As these non-ULIRG galaxies evolve from
the close pair to the single-merger stage, the mean IR
luminosity increases by ∼2× (to LIR ∼ 1011.5 L⊙),
with only a relatively small rise in the mean value of
DAGN(∼0.4). These results suggest that non-ULIRGs un-
dergo a rise in starburst activity but only modest AGN
growth as they evolve from the close pair to the single-
merger stage. Some of these lower luminosity single merg-
ers may be the product of minor mergers of objects with
mass ratios larger than 5:1 (Ishida 2004; Ishida et al.
2009).

2. The lower luminosity pairs that may become ULIRGs are
likely to be major mergers with mass ratios closer to unity
(Ishida 2004; Ishida et al. 2009). In the ULIRG phase,
the AGN contribution is elevated at all merger stages.
We observe clear changes in the optical classification of
ULIRGs as a function of merger stage. The diffuse merger
stage (compared to the close binary stage) shows a dramatic
increase in starburst–AGN composites (from ∼45% to
∼80%). In the subsequent compact/old merger stages, the
fraction of composite galaxies falls, and AGNs dominate.

Yuan%et%al.%2010%



AGN AMONG LOCAL IR GALAXIES 

Fraction of (U)LIRGs 
with an AGN increases 
with LIR 

Veilleux et al. 1995, 
1999; Tran et al. 2001; 
Yuan et al. 2010 

Yuan%et%al.%2010%



AGN FRACTION AT HIGH(ER) REDSHIFT (Z = 0 – 3)  

5% at low LIR 

>70% for ULIRGs 

100% of 
HyLIRGs 

log (LIR) 

AG
N 

Fr
ac

tio
n  

AGN Fraction increases systematically with LIR (as it does locally)! 

Kartaltepe et al. 2010a 



SPECTROSCOPIC SURVEYS AT HIGHER REDSHIFTS 

•  Current and future surveys with NIR spectrographs 
•  Until now, only small samples possible with longslit spectographs 
•  Several multi-object spectrographs now online  

MOSFIRE, FMOS, LUCI, etc. 

•  It is now possible to measure emission line ratios at  
z = 1 - 3 for large  
samples 



FIBER MULTI-OBJECT SPECTROGRAPH (FMOS) 

•  Low-res (R~600)  
•  High-res (R~2200)  
•  In low-res mode, can 

cover 0.9-1.8 µm at 
once 

•  400 fibers 
•  Target 200 galaxies 

at once 
•  30’ diameter FOV 

•  Ideal for COSMOS! 



•  Low-resolution survey (Kartaltepe et al. in prep) 
•  20 pointings over 15 nights  

•  Dec 2010 – Feb 2012  

•  PIs: D. Sanders, J. Silverman, E. Treister, and Y. Taniguchi 

•  High-resolution survey (Silverman et al. 2015, submitted) 
•  Began in Spring 2013, ongoing 

•  PIs: D. Sanders, J. Silverman 

•  Mixture of science goals (X-ray AGN, obscured AGN, IR galaxies) 
•  Shared targets across pointings to optimize coverage 

•  Papers so far: Matsuoka et al. 2013, Kashino et al. 2014, Zahid et al. 2014, 
Kartaltepe et al. 2015, Silverman et al. 2015, submitted 

COSMOS FMOS SURVEY 



COSMOS FMOS LOW-RES SURVEY 

 
Redshift  
Distribution 
for ~ 1000 
galaxies 

 
 Each redshift 
measured 
independently 
by 2 people 

 

Hα" [OIII], Hβ"

Kartaltepe et al. 2015, in prep 



HERSCHEL FIR SELECTED SAMPLE 

FMOS Optical + 
FMOS 

Optical 



HERSCHEL FIR SELECTED SAMPLE 

FMOS Optical + 
FMOS 

Optical 

*  Galaxies with detections of all  
    four BPT lines 



HERSCHEL FIR SELECTED SAMPLE 

FMOS Optical + 
FMOS 

Optical 

Largest sample of Infrared Selected 
Galaxies with NIR spectroscopy! 

*  Galaxies with detections of all  
    four BPT lines 

65 54 



WHAT AFFECTS THE SF SEQUENCE? 

•  Red: SDSS star-forming 
sequence 

•  Orange: Hardness of the 
ionizing radiation field 

•  Green: Higher electron  
density 

•  Blue: larger ionization  
parameter 

The Astrophysical Journal, 774:100 (17pp), 2013 September 10 Kewley et al.
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Figure 2. Illustration of the effect of varying different galaxy parameters on
the star-forming galaxy abundance sequence in the [N ii]/Hα vs. [O iii]/Hβ
diagnostic diagram. The original SDSS star-forming galaxy sequence is well fit
by the red theoretical curve. Raising the hardness of the ionizing radiation field
(orange dashed line) moves the abundance sequence toward larger [N ii]/Hα and
[O iii]/Hβ ratios. A similar effect is seen when the electron density of the gas is
raised (green dot-dashed line). The relationship between ionization parameter,
metallicity and the [N ii]/Hα and [O iii]/Hβ line ratios is more complex. At
high metallicities, raising the ionization parameter causes the [N ii]/Hα ratio
to become smaller, while [O iii]/Hβ is largely unaffected. At low metallicities,
raising the ionization parameter raises the [O iii]/Hβ ratio while [N ii]/Hα is
largely unaffected.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

(100–200 km s−1) associated with galactic-scale winds have
been observed both locally (Rich et al. 2010, 2012) and at high
redshift (Yuan et al. 2012). We address these two possibilities
in Sections 4 and 5.1.

It is unclear whether high redshift star-forming galaxies have a
harder radiation field than local galaxies at the same metallicity.
If a harder ionizing radiation field exists in high redshift galaxies,
both the [O iii]/Hβ and [N ii]/Hα line ratios will be affected. A
larger fraction of photons with energies above the ionization
potentials of [N ii] and [O iii] will raise the [N ii]/Hα and
[O iii]/Hβ line ratios because there are more photons available
to ionize nitrogen and oxygen. The [O iii] emission-line is
substantially more sensitive to the hardness of the EUV ionizing
radiation field than [N ii] because the difference in ionization
potentials is large (35 eV, cf. 14.5 eV). In Figure 2, we illustrate
the effect of raising the hardness of the ionizing radiation field
in galaxies along the local abundance sequence (orange dashed
line). The harder radiation field moves the entire abundance
sequence above and to the right on the BPT diagram. A harder
ionizing radiation field could account for part (or all) of the large
[N ii]/Hα and [O iii]/Hβ ratios seen at high redshift.

3.2.2. Geometrical Distribution of the Gas

The geometrical distribution of the gas around the ionizing
source can be changed by shocked stellar winds. Stellar winds
clear ionized gas from the interior of an H ii region. Because
highly ionized species, such as [O iii], form preferentially at the
inner radii of H ii regions, shocked stellar winds will lower the
effective ionization parameter of the nebula (Yeh & Matzner
2012).

Our theoretical photoionization models assume a uniform
medium, where the geometrical distribution of the gas is
approximated by a volume filling factor. In reality, H ii regions
may be clumpy and porous. Ultracompact H ii regions in the
Milky Way contain a porous ISM (Kurtz et al. 1999; Kim &
Koo 2001). Radio observations indicate that young H ii regions
in low metallicity galaxies also have a clumpy and porous
distribution of gas (Johnson et al. 2009). A clumpy, porous
medium allows some ionizing photons to escape the nebula
without being absorbed by the interstellar gas. In this scenario,
the effective ionization parameter may be lowered, depending
on the escape fraction and the optical thickness of the porous
medium.

Our models are calculated for radiation-bounded H ii regions.
In the radiation-bounded scenario, the model completes when
hydrogen is completely recombined. If H ii regions are density
bounded (i.e., the H ii region density is sufficiently low that the
stars can ionize the entire nebula), the [O iii] ionization zone
is likely to be largely unaffected, but the [N ii] excitation and
Hydrogen recombination zones may be shortened. Therefore,
the [O iii]/Hβ ratio may be larger, while the [N ii]/Hα ratio will
be similar to or smaller than observed in a radiation-bounded
nebula. Since the [O ii] zone is shorter in a density-bounded
nebula, the [O iii]/[O ii] ratio becomes larger. If radiation-
bounded models are applied to such nebulae, then the larger
[O iii]/[O ii] line ratio would be interpreted as a high ionization
parameter.

Detailed ionization parameter mapping of the H ii regions
in nearby galaxies can constrain whether the H ii regions are
radiation bounded or density bounded. A mixture of radiation-
bounded and density-bounded H ii regions have been observed
in the local group (Pellegrini et al. 2012). Nakajima et al. (2013)
suggest that Lyα emitters at high redshift contain density-
bounded H ii regions. It is unclear whether density-bounded
nebulae are common in normal star-forming galaxies, either
locally or at high redshift.

The geometrical distribution issues described above can be
considered in terms of an effective ionization parameter. We
discuss the effect of changing the ionization parameter on the
[N ii]/Hα and [O iii]/Hβ line ratios in Section 3.2.5.

3.2.3. The Metallicity Range of Galaxies

The spread in metallicity across a galaxy sample determines
the length of the star-forming abundance sequence. Galaxy
samples that span a small range of metallicities occupy only
a portion of the star-forming abundance sequence. For example,
interacting or merging galaxies typically have lower central
metallicities due to large-scale gas infall (Kewley et al. 2006a,
2010; Rupke et al. 2010b; Ellison et al. 2010; Rich et al. 2012;
Scudder et al. 2012). On the other hand, low metallicity galaxies,
such as blue compact dwarfs, occupy the highest positions
(lowest metallicities) on the star-forming abundance sequence
(Levesque et al. 2010).

The metallicity range of high redshift galaxies is unknown.
Samples selected from rest-frame blue colors or the Lyman
break may be missing a population of faint, low metallicity
galaxies and a population of dusty, metal-rich star-forming
galaxies. Gravitationally lensed samples probe fainter galaxy
samples and a broader range of metallicities, within current
instrumentation detection limits (see Figure 5 in Yuan et al. 2012
for a comparison of current instrumentation detection limits for
lensed and non-lensed samples).

5

Kewley et al. 2013 



EVOLUTION 
OF ‘BPT’ 
LINES  

Kewley et al. 2013 

z = 0 

z = 0.8 

z = 1.5 

z = 2.5 

z = 3.0 



BPT DIAGRAM FOR (U)LIRGS 

Kartaltepe et al. 2015 

Large AGN fraction for (U)LIRGs – some X-ray undetected 
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COMPARISON WITH OTHER SURVEYS 

Steidel et al. 2014 
KBSS-MOSFIRE 

Optical, mass, specz Selected 
168 Sources 12 Steidel et al.

FIG. 5.— “BPT” diagram for 219 objects with hzi = 2.34± 0.16 in the KBSS-MOSFIRE survey (large points with error bars) in comparison with the SDSS
(z ' 0) sample (e.g., Tremonti et al. 2004; locus of gray points). The 168 objects with measurements in both [NII]/H↵ and [OIII]H� are indicated with dark
green points, while an additional 51 galaxies with [OIII]/H� detections and upper limits (2�) for [NII]/H↵ are light triangles with left-pointing arrows. The red
curves trace the “metallicity sequence” of SDSS star-forming galaxies, showing the expected location of galaxies in the BPT plane for oxygen abundances of
0.2-1.0 solar – the solid curve is based on the calibration of Maiolino et al. (2008), while the dashed curve represents the same metallicity sequence implied by
the strong-line calibration of Kewley & Ellison (2008). Both curves have been adjusted to the N2 metallicity scale of PP04 for consistency. The blue solid curve
is the “maximum starburst” model of Kewley et al. (2001). The orange curve is the best-fit BPT sequence for the KBSS-MOSFIRE sample (equation 9) , with
the yellow shaded region tracing the inferred intrinsic dispersion of ±0.1 dex. Eight objects among the 219 have been identified as AGN based on their rest-UV
and/or rest-optical spectra (see discussion in section 5); these are indicated with magenta “stars”. AGN identified by both rest-UV and rest-optical spectra are
indicated by circles surrounding the stars.

lar extinction, accurate relative flux calibrations, and the well-
known non-monotonic behavior of the line indices.

Figure 6 illustrates the problem in the context of the z ⇠
2.3 sample: using locally-established metallicity calibrations
leads to systematically different metallicities even for the
closely-related N2 and O3N2 methods (both calibrations from
PP04), which were calibrated primarily using the “direct” or
“Te” method and the same set of local H II regions. Interest-
ingly, the scatter in the locus of inferred metallicities for the
z ⇠ 2.3 sample remains small ( <⇠ 0.04 dex after accounting
for the contribution of measurement errors to the observed
scatter), suggesting that a re-calibration at high redshift of

the strong-line indicators may produce an equally good, al-
beit different, mapping of metallicity to strong line intensity
ratios23. The linear regression in Figure 6 serves as an initial
estimate of how the conversion might work at z ⇠ 2.3; it will
be used in section 7 below.

The question remains whether either of the estimates of
12 + log (O/H) is reliable when applied to galaxies at z ' 2.3;
the answer depends strongly on what factor is primarily re-
sponsible for the shift in the BPT sequence at z ⇠ 2.3, and

23 In section 4.5, we revisit the calibrations of the PP04 N2 and O3N2
metallicity relations and their implications for the high-redshift sample.

MOSDEF: Excitation Properties at z ∼ 2.3 5

Figure 3. Left: [OIII]λ5007/Hβ vs. [NII]λ6585/Hα BPT diagram for z ∼ 2.3 MOSDEF galaxies. Green points indicate the sample of 53
MOSDEF galaxies with ≥ 3σ detections in Hβ, [OIII]λ5007, Hα and [NII]λ6584. The greyscale histogram corresponds to the distribution
of local SDSS galaxies. Large red stars represent measurements of stacks binned by stellar mass of all MOSDEF galaxies with coverage
of the relevant emission lines regardless of whether or not lines were detected, indicating that plotting MOSDEF detections only does
not result in significant bias. Stacks of increasing mass are characterized by lower [OIII]λ5007/Hβ and higher [NII]λ6584/Hα. The black
dotted curve is the “maximum starburst” line from Kewley et al. (2001), while the black dashed curve is an empirical AGN/star-formation
threshold from Kauffmann et al. (2003). The cyan curve indicates the z ∼ 0 star-forming locus (Kewley et al. 2013), while the magenta
curve is the best-fit to the z ∼ 2.3 MOSDEF sequence. The orange curve is the best-fit to z ∼ 2.3 UV-selected galaxies from Steidel et al.
(2014). The fit to the z ∼ 2.3 MOSDEF sample is not as significantly offset from the z ∼ 0 star-forming sequence as is the fit describing
the Steidel et al. (2014) sample. Right: [OIII]λ5007/Hβ vs. [SII]/Hα BPT diagram for z ∼ 2.3 MOSDEF galaxies. Symbols are as in the
left-hand panel. In the [OIII]λ5007/Hβ vs. [SII]/Hα diagram, the z ∼ 2.3 sample scatters symmetrically around the z ∼ 0 star-forming
sequence.

0.04 ≤ z ≤ 0.10 to reduce aperture effects (though they
are still present, even at z = 0.10), and require 5σ de-
tections in the rest-frame optical emission lines featured
in each diagnostic diagram. For the [OIII]λ5007/Hβ vs.
[NII]λ6585/Hα and [OIII]λ5007/Hβ vs. [SII]/Hα diag-
nostic diagrams, we retain all SDSS galaxies, regard-
less of where they fall relative to the AGN criterion
of Kauffmann et al. (2003). For the O32 vs. R23 di-
agram, in which we focus solely on the ionization pa-
rameter and metallicity for star-forming galaxies, we
reject local AGNs with the Kauffmann et al. crite-
rion. SDSS comparison samples in [OIII]λ5007/Hβ vs.
[NII]λ6585/Hα and [OIII]λ5007/Hβ vs. [SII]/Hα spaces
contain ∼ 86, 000 galaxies, while the O32 vs. R23 com-
parison sample contains ∼ 65, 000 galaxies. These com-
parison samples are well matched to the corresponding
MOSDEF samples in terms of median stellar mass, yet
they are characterized by median SFRs that are a factor
of ∼ 20 lower.

3. THE EXCITATION PROPERTIES OF Z ∼ 2.3 GALAXIES

3.1. Diagnostic Diagrams

The large, rest-frame-optically-selected sample of z ∼
2.3 MOSDEF galaxies with coverage of multiple strong
rest-frame optical emission lines allows for an unprece-
dented investigation of the excitation properties in high-
redshift star-forming regions. Crucial to understanding
the underlying excitation mechanisms is the consider-
ation of multiple different diagnostic diagrams. Here

we investigate the locations of z ∼ 2.3 star-forming
galaxies in the [OIII]λ5007/Hβ vs. [NII]λ6585/Hα,
[OIII]λ5007/Hβ vs. [SII]/Hα, and O32 vs. R23 emission-
line diagnostic diagrams.
In Figure 3, we show the MOSDEF z ∼ 2.3 galax-

ies in the space of [OIII]λ5007/Hβ vs. [NII]λ6585/Hα
(left) and [OIII]λ5007/Hβ vs. [SII]/Hα (right). We only
plot galaxies with 3σ or greater detections in the relevant
emission line fluxes, leading to a sample of 53 galaxies
in the [OIII]λ5007/Hβ vs. [NII]λ6585/Hα diagram and
56 in the space of [OIII]λ5007/Hβ vs. [SII]/Hα. Given
the small number (4) of objects with [OIII]λ5007/Hβ
upper limits in both of these samples, the requirement
of [OIII]λ5007 detections does not result in a signifi-
cant bias against galaxies with low [OIII]λ5007/Hβ ra-
tios typical of metal-rich star-forming regions. We re-
turn to the question of sample selection bias at the end
of this section. For comparison, we plot SDSS galaxies
in the same diagrams, along with a theoretical predic-
tion of the z ∼ 0 [OIII]λ5007/Hβ vs. [NII]λ6585/Hα
star-forming sequence from Kewley et al. (2013), which
provides a good fit to the local data.
As initially suggested by the small high-redshift sam-

ples featured in Shapley et al. (2005); Erb et al. (2006a);
Liu et al. (2008), and recently confirmed by Steidel et al.
(2014) using a much larger sample, the set of z ∼ 2.3
MOSDEF points is clearly offset on average from the
z ∼ 0 star-forming sequence in the [OIII]λ5007/Hβ

Shapley et al. 2015 
MOSDEF-MOSFIRE 

Spectroscopic/Photometric 
Redhift/magnitude Selected 

53 Sources 
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SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK 

•  Sample of ~120 (U)LIRGs with all four lines in two z-bins 
•  Large fraction in AGN portion of diagram 

•  Are those below the line composites? 
•  Some X-ray undetected, possibly obscured AGN 
•  FIR selected sources span different range of the diagram compared to 

other high redshift samples 
•  Future work 

•  Stacking of undetected sources 

•  Fold in Hi-res data 
•  Compare with other diagnostics 

http://arxiv.org/abs/1505.03527 


